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THE MAKER’S MARK®
ORIGIN STORY
In 1953, Bill Samuels Sr. decided he wasn’t happy
with the family’s whisky they had been creating
for over 170 years, so he literally burned the family
recipe and started from scratch. Bill was not a fan of
the bitter taste of so many bourbons in his day, and
he set out to create something that was pleasant on
the palate and could be held on the tongue with a
slightly sweeter taste.
Through bread baking experimentation, Bill found
that soft red winter wheat – the kind that’s used
in lighter pastry-type baked goods – provided the
flavor profile he had been envisioning and took
the taste far away from that of rye. Instead of the
traditional corn/rye/malted barley mashbill, he used
70% corn, 14% malted barley and 16% wheat. This
delivered the softer, smoother taste profile he was
looking for.
And the new family recipe was born.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF WATER
The unique taste of Maker’s Mark® can largely be
attributed to water. The limestone shelf in our area of
Kentucky removes all of the iron from the springs.
A number of these iron-free springs feed directly into
Bourbon Lake, the calcium-rich lake which surrounds
our distillery. And because Bourbon Lake is so calcium
rich, it is the only water we use for production. All of
that clean, pure water is perfect for our sour-mash
process and our bourbon’s beautiful amber hue.
It’s also one of the reasons why Bill Samuels, Sr. chose
this location in the first place.
Water is so important to us that we are making great
efforts towards water sustainability. Propelled by expert
guidance from the Suntory Water Resources Institute,
Global Innovation Center and University of Kentucky
Water Resources Research Institute, Maker’s Mark
Distillery is creating innovative ways to access and
maintain sustainable sources of water for current and
future production. This is being achieved by exploring
the use of deep wells, completing a bathymetry study on
our lakes to define holding capacity and ensuring that
every drop of water is of the highest quality and is being
used efficiently and respectfully. We recently added a
second large spring-fed lake to further ensure we have
plenty of pristine water for future production.
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COPPER STILLS
Many delicious compounds are created when
whisky is fermented, which delivers fruity flavors
that make a nice whisky so complex. However,
yeast also creates some compounds that can taste
like sulfur. Distillation in copper helps to remove
those sulfur-like compounds so that they are
stripped from the whisky that is barreled.
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OUR BARRELS
Our entire barreling process is designed to remove
bitterness as much as possible. We leave our wood
out in the elements for an entire summer before we
build our barrels. This helps to coax the bitter tannins
out of the wood, and therefore, out of the whisky.
We also treat the wood with a very light, quick char
to ensure the wood is caramelized without taking on
any burnt character.
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HAND-ROTATED BARRELS
DURING AGING
A practice abandoned by most distilleries long ago,
Maker’s Mark rotates its 500-pound barrels by
hand. Since each barrel is exposed to consistent
temperatures throughout the warehouse, the
premium taste of Maker’s Mark® never varies from
one bottle to the next.
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AGED TO TASTE
Every barrel of Maker’s Mark® is aged to taste, not
based on a specific time – a practice very uncommon
among bourbons. We leave it to our tasting panel,
including our Master Distiller, to determine when our
whisky is ready for the world. Typically it takes between
six and eight and a half years for the whisky to become
the perfect Maker’s Mark®.
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MAKER’S MARK®
CASK STRENGTH
Originally launched in 2014 and only at the distillery,
Maker’s Cask Strength is the answer to the call of
Maker’s Mark® fans searching for more of the
classic oak, caramel and vanilla. From the barrel
to the bottle at between 108 and 114 proof,
Maker’s Cask Strength is in a sweet spot to use in
cocktails but still smooth enough to sip, checking in
at a lower proof than other cask strength whiskies.

•

PROOF: 108-114

•

AROMA: Big oak, vanilla, and smoky charcoal

•

TASTE: Richer, more robust flavors
of spice, vanilla, and smoke

•

FINISH: Longer finish on front of tongue
with no roughness or bitterness
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MAKER’S MARK®
•

PROOF: 90

•

AROMA: Woody oak, caramel, vanilla,
and wheat prevail in the nose

•

TASTE: Sweet and balanced with caramel,
vanilla and fruity essences

•

FINISH: Smooth and subtle
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MAKER’S 46® PROCESS
When Bill Jr. came into the family business, he was only
told “don’t screw it up”, and for 40 years, he steered the
wheel and grew the business into what it is today.
In 2008, before his 70th birthday, he decided to create
a whisky before he retired as his legacy. He wanted a
companion to his father’s signature bourbon, a bourbon
that amplified the natural notes of vanilla and caramel he
admired in the original Maker’s Mark® with a longer finish
on the back palate.
He began working with the Independent Stave Company
to achieve the desired flavor profile. They conducted 150
experiments over a two-year span using different barrels,
wood varieties, levels of char, and cooking techniques.
The magic combination involved a process that consisted of
searing ten virgin French oak staves to caramelize the wood
sugars and lock in the bitter tannins, keeping them out of
the whisky. Those staves were inserted into a barrel, and
fully matured Maker’s Mark was then added back into the
modified barrel and returned to the warehouse.
About nine weeks later, we had something noticeably bigger
and bolder, but with the smoothness and drinkability that
have always set Maker’s Mark® apart from its peers. It
was a perfect match to Bill Sr.’s taste vision for his ideal
expression of Maker’s Mark.®
And the name? Well, that special seared virgin French
oak stave was on file with the Independent Stave team as
“profile 46,” which they began referring to as “the Maker’s
46 stave.” Bill didn’t mind, and he decided to share Maker’s
46® with his friends in 2010, right before he retired.
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MAKER’S MARK
PRIVATE SELECT® PROCESS
When you visit the Maker’s Mark Distillery, you’ll have
a rare opportunity to experience Maker’s Mark Private
Select®, a series of Maker’s Mark® expressions created
using the same principles Bill Samuels, Jr., used when
he created Maker’s 46.®
Beginning as fully matured Maker’s Mark® at cask
strength, expressions of Maker’s Mark Private Select®
are created by adding 10 custom finishing staves to
each barrel. Barrels are then finished in cool conditions
in our limestone cellar to extract more flavor. The 10
finishing staves can be any combination of five flavor
profiles chosen especially for this program. With 1,001
possible stave combinations, each expression of Maker’s
Mark Private Select® has a customized finish and taste
profile that is unique, yet undeniably Maker’s.®
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THE CELLAR
When Bill Samuels, Jr. first created Maker’s 46,®
the process required fully matured Maker’s Mark®
to be wood-finished for at least nine weeks in a
cold environment – which in Kentucky would be
our short winter season. Since Maker’s 46® has
become so popular, we needed a way to produce
this delicious sipping bourbon year-round. With an
abundance of limestone around the distillery, the
solution became what is now known as The Cellar.
Carved directly out of a natural limestone shelf in
a hillside within the distillery grounds, The Cellar
provides a cool environment for us to finish Maker’s
46® all year long. And from what we can tell, it’s
also the first of its kind in the industry.
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MAKER’S 46®
•

PROOF: 94

•

AROMA: Hints of wood staves, caramel,
and sweetness

• TASTE: Very intense flavors; a big crescendo of
wood blending perfectly with deep, complex, and
rich notes of vanilla and caramel
•

FINISH: Smooth and subtle
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MAKER’S MARK
PRIVATE SELECT ®
Maker’s Mark Private Select® Experience is more than just
choosing your own barrel of whisky. It’s a one-of-a-kind
bourbon experience that allows you to follow the process
Bill Samuels, Jr., used when he created Maker’s 46.®
After a day at the distillery, you and your guests will leave
with the satisfaction that you’ve customized a bourbon
combination that is truly Maker’s Mark® – and truly your
own.

OUR MAKER’S MARK PRIVATE SELECT ®
TASTE PROFILE
Baked American Pure 2
• Sweet Brown Vanilla
• Caramel
• Brown Spice
Seared French Cuvée
• Oaky
• Caramel
• Roasted/Toasted
Maker’s 46®
• Dried Fruit
• Vanilla
• Spice
Roasted French Mocha
• Char
• Maple
• Cacao
Toasted French Spice
• Smoke
• Coumarin
• Spice
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HAND-DIPPED IN
ICONIC RED WAX
Maker’s Mark® is handmade from start to finish.
After the bottles are filled, each is hand-dipped
in our signature red wax.
This process was originally devised by Kentucky
Bourbon Hall of Fame member Margie Samuels
(Bill Sr.’s wife) and represents the ongoing
commitment to the craftsmanship that goes into
creating Maker’s Mark.®
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